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Abstract—Evaluation of speaker segmentation and diarization
normally makes use of forgiveness collars around ground
truth speaker segment boundaries such that estimated speaker
segment boundaries with such collars are considered completely
correct. This paper shows that the popular recent approach of
removing forgiveness collars from speaker diarization evaluation
tools can unfairly penalize speaker diarization systems that
correctly estimate speaker segment boundaries. The uncertainty
in identifying the start and/or end of a particular phoneme means
that the ground truth segmentation is not perfectly accurate, and
even trained human listeners are unable to identify phoneme
boundaries with full consistency. This research analyses the
phoneme dependence of this uncertainty, and shows that it
depends on (i) whether the phoneme being detected is at the
start or end of an utterance and (ii) what the phoneme is, so
that the use of a uniform forgiveness collar is inadequate. This
analysis is expected to point the way towards more indicative and
repeatable assessment of the performance of speaker diarization
systems.
Index Terms—Speaker diarization, forgiveness collar, phoneme
boundary, diarization scoring.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Background
Speaker diarization involves distinguishing different
speakers in any given speech signal. It involves two
fundamental aspects: (i) segmentation of speech data into
either constant time periods or non-constant time periods that
are homogeneous in some way (e.g. single speaker speech,
overlapping speaker speech or no speech); and (ii) labelling
and/or clustering the segments identified to attribute them to
individual speakers [1]–[3].
A widely used metric for evaluating speaker diarization
systems is the diarization error rate (DER). The standard
method of calculating the DER is described in detail in [4]
and is based on the formula
F A + M ISS + ERROR
DER =
,
(1)
T OT AL
where: F A is the false alarm time, which is the aggregate
duration allocated to speakers when they were not speaking;
M ISS is the missed time, which is the aggregate duration
that should have been attributed to a speaker but was not;
ERROR is the confusion time, which is the aggregate
duration attributed to the wrong speaker; and T OT AL is
the total speaker time, which can be longer than the speech
duration because overlapping speech is attributed separately to
the people who are speaking during the period of overlap.
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The standard code used to evaluate speaker diarization
systems is md-eval.pl provided by NIST as part of
its scoring toolkit (SCTK) [5]. It was used for the NIST
Rich Transcription challenges held from 2002 to 2009 [6]
and is now also used in scoring toolkits of more recent
diarization challenges such as [7]. This code enables various
options to be selected, such as applying forgiveness collars
of any size (historically ±250 ms has been used) around
ground truth segment boundaries and specifying periods that
should be ignored (e.g. overlapping speech). [4] also describes
other standard practices relevant to this paper, such as the
recommendation that speech pauses of less than 300 ms should
not be considered to separate utterances.
The rationale given in [4] for using forgiveness collars is that
they account “for both the inconsistent annotation of segment
times by humans and the philosophical argument of when
speech begins for word-initial stop consonants”. However, this
use of forgiveness collars has led to DERs that can potentially
give an unduly favourable impression of the diarization
system, so recent diarization challenges (specifically DIHARD
II in 2019 [8] and DIHARD I in 2018 [9]) have removed
the forgiveness collar altogether. Those recent challenges also
prohibit the exclusion of overlapping speech. Both of these
requirements make sense as, intuitively, diarization systems
should be evaluated on their overall performance, though as
shown in this paper the removal of forgiveness collars does
have possibly unintended consequences by unfairly penalizing
diarization systems that make correct assumptions about
utterance boundaries. That said, there are other important uses
of segmentation for which forgiveness collars are still essential
[10].
This paper reports an analysis of the phoneme dependency
of phoneme boundary uncertainties. It is expected that this
analysis would lead to more meaningful DERs and better
evaluation of diarization systems. To facilitate this research,
parts of the evaluation tool md-eval.pl have been rewritten
in Python to enable the effects of different start and end collar
sizes, and phoneme dependence, to be studied [11].
B. AMI Corpus and DiarTk
The AMI Corpus [12] comprises multiple recordings of
169 separate meetings with up to five speakers in each
meeting, and contains detailed labelling information and
transcripts. In particular for this research, 163 of the meetings
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TABLE I: EFFECT OF COLLAR SIZE ON REPORTED ERROR RATES USING (a) AMI 20050204-1206 GROUND TRUTH SEGMENTS, (b) 11
MINUTE EXTRACT FROM ES2008b GROUND TRUTH SEGMENTS AND (c) REFINED AMI 20050204-1206 GROUND TRUTH SEGMENTS AS
INPUT TO DIARTK BUT LESS ACCURATE ES2008b GROUND TRUTH SEGMENTS IN EVALUATION.
Collar
(ms)
250
200
150
100
50
0

(a)
(b)
(c)
MISS FALARM ERROR DER SBDER MISS FALARM ERROR DER SBDER MISS FALARM ERROR DER SBDER
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
2.09
0.00
6.70
8.79 40.62
4.63
0.00
6.87
11.51 46.55
13.12
0.22
6.05
19.39 54.43
2.93
0.00
7.30
10.23 42.47
5.90
0.00
7.18
13.07 47.88
14.16
0.24
6.37
20.78 56.36
4.07
0.00
8.01
12.09 44.58
7.37
0.00
7.53
14.90 49.21
15.46
0.28
6.72
22.45 58.54
5.39
0.00
8.89
14.29 47.12
8.86
0.00
7.96
16.82 50.98
16.86
0.32
7.16
24.34 61.36
6.98
0.00
9.92
16.90 50.36
10.37
0.00
8.50
18.87 53.61
18.40
0.46
7.63
26.48 65.18
8.74
0.35
10.94 20.03 N/A
12.04
0.14
9.08
21.26 N/A
20.15
0.91
8.09
29.14 N/A

contain complete phonemes information. The meetings left
out are EN2001a, EN2001e, EN2003a, EN2006a, EN2006b
and IB4005. [12] warns that the phoneme transcripts “should
be used with caution”, largely on the basis that [13] finds
“considerable differences between human and automatic phone
labelling techniques”.
This research uses DiarTk [14] as an example diarization
system to evaluate diarization performance because it permits
separate input speaker segmentation to be used and is
quite flexible. DiarTk is based on agglomerative information
bottleneck principles [15], [16], which is a greedy bottom-up
clustering algorithm. Although DiarTk has been chosen in this
paper, this research is not limited to one specific diarization
system.
C. Motivation for this Research
Table I(a) clearly shows how larger collar sizes have a
significant impact on error rates. These figures are calculated
using DiarTk [14] using the AMI 20050204-1206 data,
specifically the ground truth speaker segments file originally
provided by NIST [17] and the example Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) file [18]. This example MFCCs
file is derived from the full ES2008b meeting recording using
30 ms windows with 10 ms steps and uses 19 MFCCs.
AMI 20050204-1206 is based on an approximately 11 minute
extract (from 1,270.3 to 1,983.2 s, which is 21 mins 10.3 s to
33 mins 3.2 s) of the ES2008b meeting from the AMI corpus
[12]. The last column is the segment boundary diarization
error rate (SBDER), which is here defined as the errors in the
utterance boundaries (i.e. instead of excluding the forgiveness
collars, only the forgiveness collars are considered). All the
SBDERs are much higher than the DERs, showing that
diarization performance is much worse at utterance boundaries
within the collars.
Table I(b) shows that using less accurate input speaker
segments in diarization systems can lead to worse DERs, even
where those less accurate input segments are also used as the
ground truth segments in the evaluation.
Getting better results with better input segments is clearly
not a surprise. However, Table I(c) shows what happens if
the ES2008b speaker segments are retained as the ground
truth segments file used in the NIST md-eval.pl evaluation
code but the more refined input speaker segments are used in
DiarTk. In this case, results are significantly worse than in
Table I(b) for all collar sizes. This highlights how important
it is to take proper account of any uncertainty in the accuracy
of segmentation in the ground truth segments file used for

evaluation because, otherwise, using more accurate input
segments in the diarization systems actually leads to worse
results in the evaluation, which is clearly not correct.
II. E VALUATING C OLLAR I MPORTANCE
A. Importance of Ground Truth Labelling
To start with, it is helpful to compare specific portions of the
more refined AMI 20050204-1206 speaker segments file with
the corresponding 11 minute extract of the original ES2008b
speaker segments provided by AMI. The AMI 20050204-1206
speaker segments file has 333 separate speaker segments
across all four speakers, whereas the 11 minute extract
of the ES2008b meeting has 200 speaker segments, so
AMI 20050204-1206 is clearly more refined. Fig. 1 shows
a 30 s extract from 1,270.3 to 1,300.3 s that is a typical
illustration of the differences. In this extract, Speaker A is the
main speaker but all the other three speakers say something
at certain points. Note that all the “sp” phonemes that denote
short pauses are so short that in Fig. 1 their boundaries appear
to immediately lead into the next phoneme.
A number of points are evident from Fig. 1. In particular,
the main sentence uttered by Speaker A ends in “before the
meeting and that we have to keep in in um in mind as we’re
creating this.”, but there are several significant pauses that
pose problems for speaker diarization systems. One of these
occurs after “meeting”, determined by AMI 20050204-1206
to be 315 ms long and breaking the utterance, but the
original ES2008b labelling does not detect a break. Another
occurs after “keep in”, which neither system determines is
significant enough to warrant breaking the utterance, though
the phonemes register a “sil” (i.e. a silence) of 180 ms, and
eventually Speaker A stutters slightly before resuming.
References to “start” or “starting” phoneme mean the
phoneme identified as being the first phoneme in an utterance,
and similarly “end” or “ending” phoneme means the phoneme
identified as being the last phoneme in an utterance.
B. Assessing Phoneme Relevance
Fig. 2 shows three histograms: the first is all phonemes
used in 163 AMI Corpus meetings; the second is the start
phonemes; and the third is the end phonemes. There are
46 phonemes used altogether in the AMI Corpus, but for
consistency with other research this paper follows the reduced
phonemes methodology in [19] to reduce to 38 phonemes.
The phonemes reduced are “ao” → “aa”, “ax” → “ah”, “axr”
→ “er”, “zh” → “sh”, “em” → “m”, “en” → “n”, “el” →
“l” and “sp” → “sil”, though in some cases in this research
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Fig. 1: 30 s extract highlighting important differences between the more refined AMI 20050204-1206 speaker segments and the less refined AMI ES2008b
speaker segments for ES2008b

“sp” is retained to illustrate the differences between a short
pause and a longer pause that may signify the start or end
of an utterance. Note that although [19] reduces the original
61 phonemes identified in the TIMIT dataset to 39, the extra
phoneme is “dx” which never appears at the start or at the end
of an utterance so is not relevant for this research.
The phonemes most relevant for this research are those at
the starts and ends of utterances. Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) show the
histograms of the start and end phonemes for all utterances
located in 163 AMI Corpus meetings. The methodology used
to locate these phonemes is the same as described in Section
II-D up to the widest collar of ±1 s, so start and end phonemes
were not found for all utterances.

Of the 37 possible utterance starting phonemes, 34 occur
at the start of an utterance and 31 at the end of an utterance.
In both cases, some phonemes occur far more frequently than
the others, but there are considerable differences between the
phonemes that occur at the start of utterances compared to
the end. For example, “y” is by far the most common starting
phoneme, but it never appears at the end of an utterance. By
contrast, “ah” is the second most common starting phoneme
but is also the most common ending phoneme.
C. Phoneme Duration Uncertainty
Phonemes are known to have widely varying durations [20].
In the AMI Corpus, the average duration of all non-silence
phonemes is 87.46 ms, which is considerably shorter than
both the 118.35 ms average starting phoneme length and
the 282.06 ms average ending phoneme length. There is
considerable variation in the mean durations of individual
phonemes and their standard deviations, as highlighted in
Fig. 3 along with the maximum and minimum durations of
each phoneme.
The phoneme duration uncertainty means that typical
phoneme durations probably cannot be used to help identify
when a particular phoneme starts or ends. Consequently, this
research analyses utterance boundary uncertainties instead.
D. Locating Utterance Start and End Phonemes

Fig. 2: Histogram of (a) all phonemes (b) start phonemes and (c) end
phonemes, each in 163 AMI Corpus meetings

It is informative to look at the ground truth speaker segments
of the AMI Corpus and the phonemes identified as the starting
and ending phonemes at the utterance boundaries. Starting
from the ground truth speaker segments file, the phonemes at
the start and end of each utterance were analysed by starting
with a small 5 ms collar around the utterance boundary time.
Then, with the speaker identified by the ground truth speaker
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Fig. 5: Percentage of starting/ending phonemes found for
AMI 20050204-1206 v. ES2008b ground truth segments

Fig. 3: Start and end phoneme duration means, standard deviations,
maximum and minimum values

segments file, for each speaker start utterance any “sil” then
phoneme boundaries in that collar spoken by the relevant
speaker were identified. If there was only one such phoneme
boundary, it was determined to be the utterance start. If there
was more than one, the “sil”/phoneme boundary nearest to
the ground truth start time was determined to be the start. A
similar analysis was carried out for utterance ending phonemes
by locating phoneme then “sil” boundaries in the collar. All
utterances are assumed to comprise phonemes between a
starting “sil” and an ending “sil”.
Fig. 4 shows the number of start and end phonemes
identified for individual meetings within a particular collar
size, expressed as a percentage of the total number of
utterances of that meeting, along with averages over all
meetings.
None of the meetings score 100% start or end phoneme
identification accuracy. The best results with a collar of ±1 s
are 91.23% start phonemes and 90.44% end phonemes both
for TS3004c, and the worst are 22.05% start phonemes for
TS3004b and 20.06% end phonemes for IB4002. However,

there are two particularly bad outlier meetings - IB4002 and
EN2002a, where fewer than 50% of start and end phonemes
are identified with a collar of ±1 s.
Identifying utterance start phonemes generally performs
better than identifying utterance end phonemes, so forgiveness
collars should be wider when applied at the end of utterances.
Fig. 5 compares the identification of utterance start and
end phonemes of AMI 20050204-1206 and the 11 minute
extract of ES2008b. The hit rate is considerably better for
AMI 20050204-1206, reaching 90.4% for start phonemes and
89.2% for end phonemes, compared to 84.0% and 84% for the
11 minute extract of ES2008b. This seems counterintuitive as
ES2008b has fewer speaker segments so it would be expected
to be easier to identify the phonemes at the starts and ends, but
the more refined segmentation of AMI 20050204-1206 tallies
better with the phoneme boundaries.
E. Start v. End of Utterance Uncertainty
Quantifying the uncertainty in the starting and ending
phonemes is challenging. One method used here calculates
the means for each phoneme of the distance between the
ground truth segment start time ugt and the start time of the
relevant phoneme uj . Let pi denote a possible start or end
phoneme, so the set P = {p1 , p2 , ..., p37 } denotes all 37 such
phonemes. The starting means µu,i for each phoneme pi are
calculated by iterating over each start phoneme sj ∈ S, and
if sj equals pi evaluating the distance. The set of starting
phonemes S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sN } and N = number of utterances.
Each starting phoneme sj will be matched to a phoneme pi
if one is located within the relevant collar, though not all are.
For each phoneme pi , the starting means are
N


Σ δi,j uj − ugt
j=1
1 if sj = pi
µu,i =
,
δ
=
(2)
i,j
N
0 otherwise
Σ δi,j
j=1

and the unbiased starting standard deviations σu,i from
N
2
Σ δi,j uj − µu,i
j=1
2
σu,i
= N
.

Σ δi,j − 1

(3)

j=1

Fig. 4: Percentage of phonemes identified at utterance start/end boundaries
with increasing collar sizes for 163 AMI Corpus meetings

The ending means and standard deviations for each
phoneme pi are calculated similarly.
Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show the means and standard deviations
for the starting phonemes, and Fig. 6(c) and 6(d) show the
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Fig. 6: Start and end phoneme mean distances and their standard deviations
(STDs) from the ground truth segments (ordered by decreasing frequency)

means and standard deviations for the ending phonemes. The
AMI Corpus ground truth speaker segments clearly provide
for significantly longer utterances than the starting and ending
phonemes would suggest as the mean distances are all positive
for the starting phonemes and all negative for the ending
phonemes. In Section II-C it was shown that the starting
and ending phonemes already have considerably longer mean
durations than other phonemes, yet the longer ground truth
segments suggests that even they are an underestimate.
Most utterances tend to taper out [21], [22], so longer end
standard deviations are not surprising and should be factored
into evaluation tools.
There is some variation across phonemes, which could
be exploited by evaluation tools. For example, the “y” start
phoneme should not need a large forgiveness collar, but the
“ay” end phoneme would. A system could be set up whereby
the utterance start and end times are calculated in a manner
consistent with the phoneme detection, so the means in Fig.6
should tend to zero and leave narrow standard deviations that
could be used meaningfully by an evaluation tool.
III. C ONCLUSION
This paper shows that there is considerable uncertainty in
determining exact start and end times of utterances, which can
lead to inaccuracies in ground truth segmentation that unfairly
penalize speaker diarization systems that correctly determine
when utterances should start and end. This research suggests
that the popular recent approach of removing forgiveness
collars altogether from diarization challenges is not ideal for
typical labelling. Evaluation tools that account for phonemes
at utterance boundaries and whether they appear at the start
or at the end of an utterance could give a better assessment
of the performance of diarization systems.
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